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ABSTRACT

active interaction in contrast to only monitoring tasks,
which are addressed by ambient interfaces [7]. Peripheral
interaction adopts the idea of information in the periphery
of the user’s attention from ambient information systems
and transfers it to interaction in the periphery of the user’s
attention. Periphery is relative to the user’s attention in visual, auditory or haptic form.

Working with digital devices, we often do not focus on one
task but switch back and forth between several tasks. Usually some of these tasks are only small secondary tasks. But
in contrast to the analog world, where we can carry out such
tasks in the periphery of our attention (e.g., drinking a cup
of tea while being engaged in a conversation), digital devices normally force us to switch windows, context and thereby the center of our attention independent from the magnitude of the task. To improve multitasking with small tasks
(e.g., setting the IM state) I am taking a closer look at peripheral interaction, interaction that can be carried out in the
periphery of our attention. Thereby I want to minimize
disruption by secondary tasks, to carry out both types of
tasks, primary and peripheral, more efficiently. To achieve
that goal I developed a preliminary classification and selected several aspects to investigate in more detail.

RELATED WORK

Edge [1] was the first to coin the term peripheral interaction. However my definition of peripheral interaction is
most in line with Olivera et al., who state “Peripheral Interaction is brief because our interaction focus is somewhere
else and, [...] we want to deal with it without strongly affecting the main one” [6].
The idea of peripheral interaction is nurtured by ambient
information systems, which show information in the periphery but usually only offer passive, non-interactive systems [7]. Concerning evaluation, ambient information demands long-term in-situ evaluations [3], for the additional
information to blend into the surrounding. Furthermore research on multitasking offers valuable input on attending at
least two tasks at once [4]. Multitasking usually relies on
dual task studies and measurement of cognitive load (e.g.
Signal Detection Theory) [5].
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INTRODUCTION

In analog life we are capable to carry out small tasks (e.g.
walking, tying shoe laces), while being focused on a completely different task (e.g. reading a book, watching TV). In
general, multitasking causes interruptions. This cannot be
completely avoided, particularly when switching back and
forth between important tasks. But – especially with digital
devices – marginal tasks (e.g. checking the calendar) ask
for too much attention and force unnecessary window and
therefore focus switches. As solution I propose peripheral
interaction, which I consider as a sub form of multitasking.
Tasks are not equal in this case. (At least) one task – the
peripheral task – is always marginal, but asks for occasional

Figure 1. Primary (dashed) shows the senses engaged by the
primary task. Other vertical bars (solid) depict design dimensions of peripheral interaction. Areas I am looking at in more
detail are highlighted green. Other dimensions (red) will be
included in prototypes, but I will not focus my work on them.
RESEARCH GOALS

I am addressing two research goals within my dissertation:
Design Dimensions for Peripheral Interaction

Peripheral interaction up to now mainly focuses on tangibles [1]. I consider other interaction styles possible as well.
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Therefore my first research question deals with the (1) Design Dimensions for Peripheral Interaction. To answer the
first research question I developed a classification for peripheral interaction [2]. While getting a better understanding of the topic I extended the classification to the version
depicted in figure 1.

The Ambient Appointment Projection has been evaluated in
a lab study (typing task as primary task). Further, both prototypes have been evaluated in an in-situ deployment,
which revealed the necessity of getting used to the interaction to move to the periphery. Nevertheless, especially the
StaTube showed that state updates were carried out more
frequently using the prototype than the regular GUI.

Feedback for Manual Peripheral Interaction

For my work I selected as primary task an average desk
equipped with a computer, display (visual), keyboard and
mouse (both haptic). I neglect the auditory channel, because
it is hardly used in office scenarios. As peripheral task I
decided on explicit interaction carried out by the hands and
arms (as subset of physical input). Naturally interaction
with the hands is carried out in the close vicinity of the user. Granularity and privacy are going to be included in every prototype per definition, but I will not look deeper into it.
Finally, I consider feedback as one of the most crucial and
influencing aspects. Consequently my second research
question is dealing with (2) Feedback for Manual Peripheral Interaction. Manual (i.e. by hand) input includes gestures (touch and freehand gestures) as well as tangibles.
Feedback might be visual, auditory or haptic and is dependent on the primary task as well as the secondary.

Table 1. Prototypes sorted into the matrix of manual input
and feedback.

Manual Input

Feedback

Tangible

Visual

Auditory

Haptic

StaTube

Audio Player

StaTube

Touch
Freehand

Audio Player
Appointment
Projection

Audio Player

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

As future work I plan on filling the matrix depicted in table 1. Currently I am working on a comparative prototype
(tangible vs. touch vs. freehand gesture vs. media keys) for
auditory feedback, which controls an audio player.
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FIRST PROTOTYPES

To approach the second research question I am building
prototypes incorporating manual input and feedback and
evaluate them in a two-fold approach: I consider dual task
studies in the lab by measuring cognitive load. Additionally
long-term in-situ evaluations are necessary, since in a lab
study it is hard to get completely used to an interaction,
which is supposed to blend into the periphery (cf. [3]).
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